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Abstract

This paper asks whether brand extension can serve as a signal of product quality given that it costs

less than a new brand. (Existing literature has assumed either that brand extension is cost-neutral

or that it costs more.) I show that it can as a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium, but the argument

is unconvincing. For one thing, the separating equilibrium is not unique; a pooling equilibrium

also exists in which brand extension signals nothing. For another, the separating equilibrium

relies on off-equilibrium beliefs that are poorly motivated in the model. I propose a refinement of

Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium that resolves both issues. Empirical off-equilibrium beliefs requires

that consumers’off-equilibrium beliefs be justifiable on the basis of their prior beliefs and their

product performance observations. With empirical off-equilibrium beliefs, two necessary conditions

for brand extension to signal product quality are identified: (i) consumers must perceive old and

new products of the firm to be positively correlated in quality, and (ii) at least some consumers must

identify with brands, and not the firm behind the brand. Even with these conditions in place, the

signaling argument is fragile: firm observability of past performance diminishes brand extension’s

signaling capability; an arbitrarily small probability of failure for good products eliminates it. My

results suggest that going forward the case for brand extension must rest on foundations other than

signaling product quality.



1 Introduction

Brand extensions– new applications of existing brands– are almost as ubiquitous as brands. Ex-

amples abound: Arm & Hammer, originally a baking soda, is now a toothpaste, detergent, and cat

litter; Sony, a brand name created for a transistor radio in 1955, has been extended to televisions,

computers, cameras, and other categories; and then there is Virgin, a brand that practically epit-

omizes brand extension, so much so that one observer was moved to observe that it is possible to

lead a "Virgin life."1 Keller (2008) notes that "typically 80 percent to 90 percent of new products

in any one year are line extensions."

Given the popularity of brand extension as a strategy, there is no dearth of theorizing on why

this might be so. One obvious answer is that it is cheaper to extend a brand than build a new

brand. For example, Keller (2008, p. 498) writes:

From a marketing communications perspective, one obvious advantage of introducing

a new product as a brand extension is that the introductory campaign does not have to

create awareness of both the brand and the new product but instead can concentrate

on only the new product itself. ... Several research studies document this extension

benefit. One study of 98 consumer brands in 11 markets found that successful brand

extensions spent less on advertising than did comparable new-name entries. Another

comprehensive study found similar results, indicating that the average advertising-to-

sales ratio for brand extensions was 10 percent, compared with 19 percent for new

brands. ... it has been estimated that a firm can save 40 percent to 80 percent on the

estimated $30 million to $50 million it can cost to launch a new supermarket product

nationally in the United States.2

What brand extension does on the benefit side is less clear. The most commonly offered expla-

nation is that brand extension allows the new product to benefit from the equity embedded in the

brand, reducing perceived risk for consumers, and giving the new product a leg up in its efforts to

establish itself. On this point, here is Keller (2008, p. 497) once again:

... with brand extensions, consumers can make inferences and form expectations

about the likely composition and performance of a new product, based on what they

already know about the brand itself and the extent to which they feel this information is

relevant to the new product. ... For example, when Sony introduced ... Vaio, consumers

may have been more likely to feel comfortable with its anticipated performance because

of their experience with and knowledge of other Sony products than if the product had

been branded by Sony as something completely new.

A considerable literature in marketing explores the boundaries of this argument. The basic

finding is that transfer of brand perceptions from one product to another is neither automatic nor
1"You can eat Virgin food in a Virgin hotel; drink Virgin cola; wear Virgin clothes and cosmetics; use a Virgin

mobile; surf the Virgin.net; use Virgin condoms; go to a Virgin doctor; buy a car through Virgin with money from
your Virgin account; get married with Virgin brides; buy your house with a Virgin mortgage; listen to Virgin radio;
see Virgin-funded films in a Virgin cinema; work out in a Virgin Active gym; play Virgin video games as you go on
holiday on a Virgin train or plane, stopping only to buy your Virgin vodka in duty free." (The Observer, October 15,
2000)

2See also Tauber (1988).
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inevitable. The key mediating variable is "fit," between the brand in its original application and

the brand in its new application (Aaker and Keller 1990, Park, Milberg and Lawson 1991,

Broniarczyk and Alba 1994, and Lau and Phau 2007).

In this paper I focus on another claim about brand extension’s prowess, a claim bolder than

the previous one. This claim originates in Wernerfelt’s (1988) seminal paper on umbrella branding,

and it says that brand extension can signal the quality of existing and new products. Consumers

in his model start out assuming that old and new products can be "good" or "bad," independently,

but after seeing the brand extension conclude that both products are good. However, Wernerfelt

assumes that brand extension costs more than introducing a new brand. Cabral (2000, p. 667)

and Hakenes and Peitz (2008, p. 548) have suggested that his argument depends on his unrealistic

cost assumption. In Cabral’s own model, which assumes cost-neutrality, and that old and new

products are the same quality, brand extension’s signaling capability is significantly impaired: it

only increases the probability of the products being high quality. More recently, Miklós-Thal (2010),

also assuming cost-neutrality, but with ex ante independence between the two products, finds that

Wernerfelt’s equilibrium cannot exist in her model.3

Given this state of affairs, there is a need to reexamine the theoretical case for brand extension

signaling product quality under realistic assumptions. This is what I do in this paper. Specifically, I

make five changes to Wernerfelt’s (1988) model, each moving the model in a more realistic direction.

First, instead of assuming that brand extension costs more than new brand, I assume that new

brand costs more than brand extension. Second, instead of assuming that the firm’s old and

new product quality are independent, I allow for a general correlation between them– positive,

negative or zero. Third, instead of assuming that all consumers observe the firm introducing a

new brand– and can thus connect the old and new brands of the firm– I assume that some do

and some don’t.4 Fourth, instead of assuming that firms make brand extension decisions without

knowing the performance of their previous products, I assume that firms know the performance of

their previous products when making a brand extension decision. Fifth, instead of assuming that

good products never perform poorly, I allow for good products to perform poorly occasionally.

I begin in Section 3 with a model that incorporates the first two changes, and show that brand

extension can signal product quality even in this model. In other words, Wernerfelt’s result does

not depend on his unrealistic cost assumption, nor on his independence assumption– contradicting

Cabral’s (2000) and Hakenes and Peitz’s (2008) conjecture. However, the signaling case is not

entirely home free. First, existence of the separating equilibrium depends on various restrictions on

the model, among them: an upper bound on brand extension’s cost-advantage, and a ban on perfect

positive correlation– the very condition under which Cabral (2000) obtained his result. Second,

the separating equilibrium is built on off-equilibrium beliefs that are essentially arbitrary in the

context of the model: they require consumers to penalize one product for the poor performance

3The empirical evidence on brand extension’s signaling capability is equally inconclusive. At the anecdotal level,
examples like Crystal Pepsi, Virgin Brides, and Jaguar X-Type show that many brand extensions fail even while the
brands that spawned them continue to be successful in their original applications. Reddy, Holak and Bhat (1994)
claim that "the failure rates of extensions approach the rates of failure of new brand introductions." Erdem’s (1998)
study of three brands of toothpaste and toothbrush finds a negative correlation in quality across brand extensions: a
brand perceived as highest quality in one category is perceived as lowest quality in the other.

4By contrast, Cabral (2000), Hakenes and Peitz (2008) and Miklós-Thal (2010) assume that no consumer can
connect the distinct brands of a firm.
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of another– even if they believe a priori that the products are uncorrelated or negatively corre-

lated. Third, the separating equilibrium is not unique. A pooling equilibrium also exists in which

brand extension does not signal anything. Moreover, this equilibrium is more compelling: it exists

without pre-conditions, and it doesn’t rely on unrealistic off-equilibrium beliefs. Standard equilib-

rium refinements like "intuitive" criterion and "divinity" also favor the pooling equilibrium: while

the separating equilibrium satisfies the intuitive criterion, it doesn’t satisfy divinity; the pooling

equilibrium, on the other hand, satisfies both.

Given these observations, some readers may be tempted to conclude that the case for brand

extension signaling product quality is too weak to be salvaged. Others, perhaps not: after all, the

separating equilibrium does exist under a fairly broad range of parameters, and it does satisfy the

intuitive criterion when it does. However, both audiences should heed the following methodological

issue. Our equilibrium concept (and also that of the other papers cited above)– Perfect Bayesian

Equilibrium (PBE)– and the refinement criteria that go with it were originally developed in the

context of signaling games whose structure is different from the game structure we have here.

There, consumers observe only the firm’s actions; here, they observe not only the firm’s actions (to

brand extend or not), but also product performance. There, an off-equilibrium event is simply a

firm deviating from its equilibrium action; here, an off-equilibrium event is a firm deviating from

its equilibrium action as well as the particular product performance context in which it happens.

PBE allows the modeler virtually complete freedom on how to choose these off-equilibrium beliefs.

Intuitive criterion and divinity place some restrictions, in some equilibria, but not enough. The

net result is that virtually any equilibrium can be justified by a suitable choice of off-equilibrium

beliefs. The connection between model and outcome is severed; effectively, the model makes no

predictions.

I propose a solution to the methodological problem that handles both the uniqueness issue and

the prediction issue. The solution is a refinement of PBE, tailor-made for situations in which con-

sumers must interpret a firm’s branding actions in light of product performance data. I call this

criterion, "empirical off-equilibrium beliefs," and argue that in models of this sort it is desirable to

ask that any equilibrium involving off-equilibrium beliefs respect this criterion. Basically, the crite-

rion says that consumers’off-equilibrium beliefs should be empirically justifiable by the consumer.

That is, they should be based on their prior beliefs, the product performance data they observe,

and the data-generating process producing those observations. When faced with a deviation from

the equilibrium, then, consumers should neither be optimistic nor pessimistic, but be realistic.

With empirical off-equilibrium beliefs in place, we finally get some predictions. Under the

original Wernerfelt (1988) assumption of zero correlation, only the pooling equilibrium exists; the

separating equilibrium is eliminated. To restore brand extension’s signaling capability it is nec-

essary that old and new product quality be positively correlated. However, positive correlation

by itself is not enough. It is also necessary that there exist consumers who do not connect a new

brand from the firm back to the firm. In other words, some consumers must be brand-oriented.

Mercifully, this is a realistic possibility. Multiplicity of equilibria ceases to be an issue. When the

separating equilibrium exists, the pooling equilibrium doesn’t; when the pooling equilibrium exists,

the separating equilibrium doesn’t.

I go on to explore the impact of making the model even more realistic: allowing the firm to
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observe the performance of its existing products before making the brand extension decision, and

allowing good products to fail occasionally. I find that observing old product performance impairs

brand extension’s signaling capability. Allowing good products to fail– even with the minutest of

probability– eliminates it.

The last observation is a devastating dénouement. It suggests that the case for brand extension

must rest on foundations other than signaling product quality. I discuss some of these ways in

Section 7.

2 Model

The basic framework is the same as Wernerfelt’s (1988). A firm has two products, an existing

one– called "old"– and a new product, called "new." The old product is already branded; on the

new product a branding decision has to be made. The firm can extend its existing brand to the

new product, or create a new brand. Denote the brand extension decision "B" and the new brand

decision "N." Wernerfelt assumes that B costs more than N, by an amount β > 0; I assume that N

costs more than B, i.e., β < 0.

Both old and new products can be "good" quality ("g") or "bad" quality ("b"), exogenously,

with joint probabilities as in Table 1.5 These probabilities represent the consumers’priors about

the firm’s products before the branding decision; their posteriors, after seeing the brand extension

decision, may, of course, be different. Note that consumers’ prior assessment of the marginal

probability of an old (new) product being good is η ∈ (0, 1). As noted earlier, Wernerfelt (1988)

assumes that old and new product quality are uncorrelated, i.e., ρ = 0. I allow ρ ∈ [1− (1/2η(1−
η)), 1], where ρ = 1− (1/2η(1− η)) represents perfect negative correlation.

(g,g) η(η + ρ(1− η))

(g,b) (1− η)η(1− ρ)

(b,g) (1− η)η(1− ρ)

(b,b) (1− η)(1− η + ρη)

Table 1: Prior joint probabilities

I call each possible value of the pair, (old product quality, new product quality), a firm "type."

The set of all types is Γ = {(g, g), (g, b), (b, g), (b, b)}. The firm knows its type, but consumers

don’t– the product is an experience good (Nelson 1970). Consumers observe, privately, the perfor-

mance of each product after buying it; in particular, the firm doesn’t observe product performance.

I will relax this assumption later.

What consumers observe is a binary indicator of product performance: either the product

"works" (w) or it "fails" (f). If a product is good , it always works; however, if it is bad, then

it works only with probability θ ∈ (0, 1).6 Product performance is thus an imperfect indicator

of product quality: a failing product is bad, but a working product may be good or bad. The

exogeneity of product quality and the fact that it is private information of the firm makes this an

5This distribution is the same as in Wernerfelt’s working paper (Wernerfelt 1986).
6What product "works" or "fails" mean can vary depending on the product category. In a car, "fails" could refer

to a "breakdown"; in a soft drink, "works" could mean "tastes good." Broadly interpreted, product performance
refers to "customer satisfaction." In Section 5 I explore what happens when good products can dissatisfy consumers.
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Figure 1: Timeline

"adverse selection" model (as in Cabral 2000, Miklós-Thal 2010), and not a "moral hazard" model

(as in Hakenes and Peitz 2008, Cabral 2009).

The sequence of firm and consumer decisions is shown in Figure 1. Period 0 refers to the time

before the brand extension decision; in this period consumers have experienced the old product, but

the firm doesn’t know what that experience is. In period 1 the firm makes the branding decision,

anticipating the profits to come in period 2 from new and old product sales. (Sales of the old

product in period 0 are irrelevant because they occur before the brand extension decision.) For

the consumer, the key milestones are the dates at which she gets new information. In period 0

she buys the old product for the first time and observes its performance (w or f ); in period 1 she

observes whether the firm extended the brand or created a new brand (B or N); finally, in period

2 she buys the new product, observes its performance (w or f), and then buys the old product

again. (Consumers’experience with the old product in period 2 is irrelevant to the firm because

the model ends in period 2.) Note that consumers observe not only B, but also N. Later I will relax

this assumption as well.

Denote the firm’s brand extension decision as a function mapping types to probabilities of

choosing B; thus S(τ) is the probability of choosing B for type τ ∈ Γ. In practice, S(τ) will either

be 1 or 0, i.e., strategies will be pure strategies. Let Ωt denote the consumer’s information at the end

of period t. Then Ω1 = {i, b} and Ω2 = {i, b, j} where i = w or f , b = B or N , and j = w or f (i and

j track old and new product performance, respectively). Let P o|Ωt and Pn|Ωt denote consumers’

perceptions of old and new product quality given information set Ωt. These are the posterior

probabilities of the respective products being good given Ωt and S(.), obtained either via Bayes’rule

or some other way (to be specified below). For instance, if S(τ) ≡ 1 (as in the pooling equilibrium

considered below), then Pn|{w,B} = η + (ηρ(1− η)(1− θ))/(η + θ(1− η)), Pn|{f,B} = η(1− ρ),

P o|{w,B,w} = (η2 + η(1 − η)(ρ + θ(1 − ρ)))/(η2 + (1 − η)(ηρ + 2θη(1 − ρ) + θ2(1 − η + ρη))),

P o|{w,B, f} = η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)), and P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = 0.7

Let x(P ) denote the profit from a product perceived to be good with probability P ; x(.) is

increasing, and without loss of generality I normalize x(0) = 0 and x(1) = 1.8 A firm of type-τ

therefore expects the profit
∑

i=w,f Pr(i|τ)x(Pn|{i, B}) + α
∑

i,j=w,f Pr(i, j|τ)x(P o|{i, B, j}) − β

7These and other posterior probabilities are derived in the Appendix.
8Effectively I am normalizing consumers’willingness to pay, for a bad product at zero, and for a good product at

one. Since the former is θu(w)+(1−θ)u(f) and the latter is u(w), this implies that u(w) = 1 and u(f) = −θ/(1−θ).
By formulating x as a function of P I have side-stepped details that are of limited interest to this paper. For instance,
I do not model how profits are generated, nor do I model the firm’s pricing decisions. Implicitly, marginal costs are
zero, so price cannot play a signaling role. See Choi (1998) for a model in which it does.
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following B, and following N ,
∑

i=w,f Pr(i|τ)x(Pn|{i,N}) + α
∑

i,j=w,f Pr(i, j|τ)x(P o|{i,N, j}),
where α > 0 is a parameter that captures the relative importance of old versus new product to the

firm.

3 Separating and pooling equilibria

Wernerfelt’s (1988) paper, assuming β > 0 and ρ = 0, shows that brand extension can signal

product quality. More specifically, he shows that a separating PBE can exist in which a firm

with two good products chooses B while all other firm-types choose N; consumers, upon seeing B,

infer that both old and new products are good. This equilibrium forms the basis for his assertion

that brand extension can signal product quality. The question I begin with is whether the same

equilibrium can exist when β < 0 and ρ is arbitrary.

Note first that there are two equilibrium paths of play here, one corresponding to type (g,g)’s

choice of B, and the other corresponding to types (g,b), (b,g), and (b,b)’s choice of N. Off-

equilibrium events can happen only following B, and they do when an old or new product fails under

B (because only type (g,g) chooses B in the equilibrium and good products are not supposed to fail).

In a PBE, posterior beliefs along equilibrium paths are determined by Bayes’rule; off-equilibrium

posterior beliefs are arbitrary. Here, the former are: Pn|{w,B} = P o|{w,B,w} = 1, Pn|{w,N} =

θη(1−ρ)/(θ+η(1−ρ)), Pn|{f,N} = η(1−ρ), P o|{w,N,w} = η(1−ρ)/(2η(1−ρ) + θ(1−η+ρη)),

P o|{w,N, f} = η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η+ ρη)), and P o|{f,N,w} = P o|{f,N, f} = 0. I specify

the off-equilibrium beliefs as: (1) if the old product fails in period 0, then consumers believe that

the new product is good with probability ψ, and the old product is good with probabilities ϕ′

and ϕ′′depending on whether the new product works or fails, respectively, i.e., Pn|{f,B} = ψ,

P o|{f,B,w} = ϕ′, P o|{f,B, f} = ϕ′′, and (2) if the old product works in period 0 but the new

product fails in period 1, then consumers believe that the old product is good with probability

ϕ, i.e., P o|{w,B, f} = ϕ. These are generalizations of Wernerfelt’s (1988) off-equlibrium belief

structure: he assumes ϕ = ϕ′ = ϕ′′ = 0.

Let π(B; i, j) (π(N ; i, j)) denote the firm’s expected profit when it chooses B (respectively N)

and its type is (i, j). The separating equilibrium exists if and only if the following inequalities are

satisfied:

π(B; g, g) = x(1)(1 + α)− β ≥ x (Pn|{w,N}) + αx (P o|{w,N,w}) = π(N ; g, g) (1)

π(B; g, b) = x(1)(1 + αθ) + α(1− θ)x (ϕ)− β ≤ x (Pn|{w,N}) +

α [θx (P o|{w,N,w}) + (1− θ)x (P o|{w,N, f})] = π(N ; g, b) (2)

π(B; b, g) = x(1)θ(1 + α) + (1− θ)(x(ψ) + αx(ϕ′))− β ≤ θx (Pn|{w,N}) +

(1− θ)x(Pn|{f,N}) + αθx (P o|{w,N,w}) = π(N ; b, g) (3)

π(B; b, b) = x(1)θ(1 + αθ) + (1− θ)
[
x(ψ) + αθ(x

(
ϕ′
)

+ x (ϕ)) + α(1− θ)x
(
ϕ′′
)]
− β ≤

θx (Pn|{w,N}) + (1− θ)x(Pn|{f,N}) +

αθ [θx (P o|{w,N,w}) + (1− θ)x (P o|{w,N, f})] = π(N ; b, b) (4)
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The right-hand side of inequality (4) is larger, and the left-hand-side smaller (ignoring terms

involving off-equilibrium beliefs), than the corresponding sides of inequality (3). So the binding

inequalities are the first three. Is it possible to satisfy them by a suitable choice of off-equilibrium

beliefs? Note that satisfying (1) is not an issue: it is satisfied generically as a strict inequality

because Pn|{w,N} and P o|{w,N,w} are both less than 1 and x(.) is monotonically increasing. As

for the remaining two inequalities, it is possible to satisfy them as long as β is not too negative.

Consider the following example:

Example 1 x(y) ≡ y, η = 2/3, θ = 1/8, α = 2.

Let ϕ = ϕ′ = ϕ′′ = 0 and ψ < .39. Then all inequalities are strictly satisfied for β = 0 and ρ = 0,

and by continuity, also for β < 0, |β| small, and ρ < 0, ρ > 0, |ρ| small. In other words, the
separating equilibrium can exist for positive, negative or zero correlation even if brand extension

costs less than a new brand, contradicting Cabral’s (2000, p. 667) and Hakenes and Peitz’s (2008,

p. 548) conjecture.

The key ideas behind this construction are, first, that in order to satisfy (2), it is necessary that

α(1− θ)[x(P o|{w,N, f})− x(ϕ)] be large; otherwise, this inequality will fail because the first two

terms on the left-hand side are larger than the corresponding two terms on the right-hand side. This

means: (i) the old product’s sales in period 2 should matter, (ii) there should be significant risk that

the new product might fail when bad, and (iii) the posterior probability of the old product being

good given new product failure under N should be large relative to the off-equilibrium probability

ϕ assigned to that possibility under B. Note, in particular, that ϕ < x(P o|{w,N, f} is necessary.
This is impossible if ρ = 1 because then P o|{w,N, f} = 0. In other words, the products can’t

be perfectly positively correlated. Given ρ < 1, existence of a separating equilibrium requires

adverse belief spillovers from the new product to the old when the new product fails under B– even

if consumers believe a priori that the two products are uncorrelated or negatively correlated in

quality. Similarly, in order to satisfy (3), it is necessary that (1− θ)[x(Pn|{f,N})−x(ψ)] be large,

which requires ρ < 1, and given that, adverse belief spillovers from the old product to the new

when the old product fails under B– even if consumers believe a priori that the two products are

uncorrelated or negatively correlated in quality.9

Ultimately, the need to have off-equilibrium beliefs with adverse belief spillovers puts restrictions

on the amount of cost advantage a brand extension can have over a new brand. Suppose ϕ, ϕ′,

ϕ′′and ψ are pushed to their lowest possible levels, namely 0. Then (2) and (3) are satisfied only if

−β ≤ min


α(1− θ)x

(
η(1−ρ)

η(1−ρ)+θ(1−η+ρη)

)
−
(
x(1)− x

(
θη(1−ρ)
θ+η(1−ρ)

))
− αθ

(
x(1)− x

(
η(1−ρ)

2η(1−ρ)+θ(1−η+ρη)

))
(1− θ)x(η(1− ρ))− θ

(
x(1)− x

(
θη(1−ρ)
θ+η(1−ρ)

))
− αθ

(
x(1)− x

(
η(1−ρ)

2η(1−ρ)+θ(1−η+ρη)

))
.

(5)

For θ or ρ close to 1, or α or η close to 0, no cost advantage is small enough, and a separating

equilibrium will not exist. However, once −β satisfies condition (5), then a separating equilibrium
9By contrast, adverse belief spillovers upon product failure are not necessary when β > 0. For example, suppose

ρ = 0 and β = [x(1)−x(ηθ/(η+ θ))]+α[x(1)−x(η/(2η+ θ(1− η)))] > 0. We can then specify off-equilibrium beliefs
as ϕ = (η/(η + θ(1− η))), ϕ′ = ϕ′′ = 0, ψ = η, with no adverse belief spillovers, and still the inequalities are satisfied
and the separating equilibrium exists.
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will exist because off-equilibrium beliefs featuring adverse belief spillovers can always be manufac-

tured to satisfy inequalities (1)-(4). In Example 1 with ρ = 0, for instance, for all values of −β up
to .342, a separating equilibrium exists.

Proposition 1

1. A separating equilibrium in which a firm with two good products extends its brand exists if

and only if −β satisfies (5), necessary conditions for which are α > 0, η > 0, θ < 1, and

ρ < 1.

2. Existence of a separating equilibrium is facilitated by (i) small −β, i.e., brand extension’s cost
advantage must be small, (ii) large α and η, i.e., the old product’s sales in period 2 must

matter and the a priori probability of the old (new) product quality being good must be high,

and (iii) small θ and ρ, i.e., the probability that a bad product will fail must be high and the

a priori correlation between old and new product quality must be small or negative.

This proposition reflects the basic tension between brand extension’s cost advantage and its

signaling capability. If the cost advantage is too high, all types of firm, not just firms with good

products, are tempted to choose brand extension, and this, of course, negates its information value.

The second part of the proposition delineates the source of brand extension’s signaling power, what

keeps the mimicking tendency in check. That power arises from the risk a firm with bad products

takes when it extends its brand, the risk of a product failing while brand-extended, taking the other

product down with it. For this risk to be meaningful, the firm needs to care about both products–

hence the condition involving α. A new brand provides a way to contain these spillovers– indeed,

of overturning them. When η(1− ρ) is high– the prior probability of negative correlation between

the products is high– a new brand allows the inference that "failure of a product is good news

about the other product."

Existence of the separating equilibrium, even subject to the constraints imposed by Proposition

1, might be viewed as good news for brand extension’s signaling capability. However, it rests on

shaky foundations. For one thing, the separating equilibrium relies on off-equilibrium beliefs that

are not well-motivated in the model. These beliefs require consumers to penalize one product for the

failure of another regardless of the correlation between them. Left to their own devices, consumers

may choose to form these beliefs based on their a priori beliefs about product quality, and their

product performance observations. Second, we haven’t ruled out the possibility of other equilibria

where brand extension doesn’t signal quality. In fact, a pooling equilibrium exists in this model

in which all firm-types adopt brand extension, and as a result brand extension signals nothing.

Moreover, this pooling equilibrium exists without pre-conditions.

In the pooling equilibrium, there are no off-equilibrium events following B; consumers’posterior

beliefs simply follow Bayes’law: Pn|{w,B} = η + (ηρ(1− η)(1− θ))/(η + θ(1− η)), Pn|{f,B} =

η(1−ρ), P o|{w,B,w} = (η2+η(1−η)(ρ+θ(1−ρ)))/(η2+(1−η)(ηρ+2θη(1−ρ)+θ2(1−η+ρη))),

P o|{w,B, f} = η(1−ρ)/(η(1−ρ)+θ(1−η+ρη)), and P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = 0.10 The only

10 In the pooling equilibrium, even though the firm’s branding strategy itself involves no correlation, consumers’
posterior beliefs incorporate belief spillovers due to the correlation built into the prior beliefs (as long as ρ 6= 0).
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off-equilibrium event is N itself. Typically, pooling equilibria are constructed with "pessimistic"

off-equilibrium beliefs following a deviation to rule them out (see, for example, Cabral 2000). Such

beliefs work here too, but I can afford to be realistic. I can assume that the off-equilibrium beliefs

are the same as the on-equilibrium beliefs, i.e., Pn|{i,N} = Pn|{i, B}, P o|{i,N, j} = P o|{i, B, j}
for i, j = w, f , and still there will be no deviation. The argument is straightforward: if neither

brand extension nor new brand provides any information about product quality to consumers, then

the firm ought definitely to prefer the former– it costs less. This is a powerful and robust intuition.

That is why the pooling equilibrium exists without any parameter restrictions, nor restrictions on

off-equilibrium beliefs. By contrast, in the separating equilibrium this very advantage of brand

extension militates against equilibrium existence: types (b,g), (g,b), and (b,b) are all tempted to

choose brand extension partly for its cost advantage, and it takes adverse off-equilibrium belief

spillovers to prevent them from succumbing to temptation.

Proposition 2 A pooling equilibrium in which all types of firm extend the brand always exists.

The separating and pooling equilibria represent two different views of the role of brand extension:

in one brand extension signals product quality; in the other, it doesn’t. The fact that both may

exist simultaneously is not exactly a strength of the model. Perhaps the model can be salvaged if

we can find good reasons to pick one equilibrium over the other. I turn to this question next.

Intuitive criterion and divinity

The standard way of dealing with multiple equilibria in signaling games is to "refine away" some

equilibria via the intuitive criterion (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991, pp. 447-448) or, less commonly,

the divinity criteria (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991, pp. 451-455). A PBE satisfies the intuitive

criterion in our context if no type of firm could obtain a payoff higher than its equilibrium payoff

if it deviates from its equilibrium action and consumers respond optimally under beliefs that rule

out firm types that cannot gain from the deviation regardless of what consumers believe. Divinity

criterion D1 requires, roughly speaking, that consumers disbelieve that a deviation could have come

from a firm-type that gains less often (relative to its equilibrium payoff) than some other firm-type

(relative to its equilibrium payoff); here "gains less often" is evaluated by looking at the set of

off-equilibrium beliefs under which a type gains over its equilibrium payoff. In the Appendix I

show that the separating equilibrium satisfies the intuitive criterion whenever it exists,11 but never

divinity; the pooling equilibrium, however, satisfies both criteria.

Proposition 3 The separating equilibrium satisfies the intuitive criterion, but fails the divinity

criterion D1. The pooling equilibrium satisfies both criteria.

Some readers may be persuaded at this point to declare the pooling equilibrium the winner

based on its superior performance on the divinity criterion, and conclude that the case for brand

extension signaling product quality is weak. However, others may not be willing to give up on the

11By contrast, under β > 0, the separating equiibrium does not automatically satisfy the intuitive criterion.
Wernerfelt (1988) needs a stronger version of inequality (2), that π(N ; g, b) > x(1)(1 + α) − β, as well as the
assumption x(1)(1 + θα) − β > π(N ; b, b), to prove that the separating equilibrium satisfies the intuitive criterion.
With β < 0, the first of these assumptions can never be satisfied.
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separating equilibrium just yet, noting that it does satisfy the intuitive criterion. I wish to argue,

however, that both criteria have major weaknesses in the present context, and that neither should

be given much credence.

4 Empirical off-equilibrium beliefs

PBE and the traditional refinement criteria that build on it were developed originally for signaling

games (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991, p. 324). In these games, the "sender’s" action is the only

message the "receiver" receives, and an off-equilibrium event is simply a deviation– a sender action

that has prior probability zero in the equilibrium. Our game structure is different. Consumers

in my model observe not only the firm’s branding action, but also product performance. An off-

equilibrium event is potentially the confluence of the two: a firm action interpreted as a deviation

in a particular product performance context. For example, in the separating equilibrium, observing

brand extension alone doesn’t tell consumers anything about whether the firm has deviated. It is

only when consumers observe the old or new product fail under brand extension that they recognize

a deviation. Since product performance is governed by product quality, independent of the firm’s

actions, consumers are confronted with two observations to reconcile, and potentially two ways of

doing so. On the one hand, they need to interpret the firm’s deviation from its equilibrium action;

on the other hand, they need to interpret their product performance observations. The latter they

can do by applying Bayes’rule. For example, in the separating equilibrium, after seeing the old

product work and the new product fail following B, consumers with a priori beliefs that ρ = 0

could conclude P o|{w,B, f} = η/(η+θ(1−η)) by applying Bayes’rule to the observation {w, f}; in
this assessment they are simply interpreting what they have observed in light of their prior beliefs

and the data-generating process producing the observations. PBE allows these beliefs, but it does

not require them. In fact, it allows any posterior beliefs. In doing so, it is in effect putting all the

weight on the "fact of deviation"– using the product performance observations only to establish

that fact, and then promptly ignoring them– essentially throwing up its hands on being able to

predict posterior beliefs in the face of Bayes’ rule’s impotency in dealing with zero-probability

conditioning events.

Neither intuitive criterion nor divinity restrict off-equilibrium beliefs much either. The intuitive

criterion asks which types would have deviated under the most favorable interpretation of the

deviation, and, not surprisingly, generally the answer is either all or none, or, as in the pooling

equilibrium, the "bad types." In any of these scenarios, the criterion has no bite. The divinity

criterion asks whether one type of firm is more likely to have deviated than another, and if it finds

such a pair, then it assigns probability zero to the less-likely-to-deviate type. In our context, it

has the perverse consequence of asserting that type (b,b) is more likely to deviate from the pooling

equilibrium than type (g,g) even though the latter is, arguably, suffering more in the company of

lesser types.

Even off-equilibrium beliefs that are clearly in contradiction of the underlying data-generating

process are admitted. For instance, the intuitive criterion allows a product to be viewed as good

even after it has failed, as long as the product failure is accompanied by a deviation– a "loophole"

we took advantage of to pronounce the pooling equilibrium intuitive-criterion-proof. Two other
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examples are noteworthy. First, consider the situation ρ = 0. Here, based on the underlying

data-generating process, failure of one product ought not to affect consumers’perceptions of the

other product. Yet, as noted earlier, the separating equilibrium requires adverse belief spillovers.

Second, suppose ρ < 0. Here, Bayes’rule applied to the failure of one product ought to enhance

consumers’perceptions of the other product. Instead, the separating equilibrium requires exactly

the opposite response. Effectively, the separating equilibrium becomes a synthetic construct devoid

of any empirical foundation.

Ultimately, this profligacy manifests itself in a failure to reign in multiple equilibria,12 and an

inability to connect outcome to model. Both lead to a loss of predictive power. Virtually any

outcome is possible under any model.

I propose a refinement of PBE that deals with the multiple equilibria problem and generates

clear predictions. Unlike the traditional equilibrium refinements, it fully engages the specifics of

our model. I call this refinement "empirical off-equilibrium beliefs," in recognition of the empirical

foundation of these beliefs.

Definition. Empirical off-equilibrium beliefs are consumers’posterior beliefs about firm type after

an off-equilibrium event, obtained by Bayesian-updating their prior beliefs in light of product

performance data.

Empirical off-equilibrium beliefs, by definition, are theory-neutral. They are neither optimistic,

nor pessimistic, just realistic. As such, they are unsullied by the theory the modeler is trying to

establish. Another way to think about empirical off-equilibrium beliefs is to put oneself in the

shoes of a consumer after an off-equilibrium event. This consumer’s "theory" about how the game

is being played has just been contradicted. What should she believe now? In the face of discredited

theory, it is natural that she turns empirical, putting her faith in her prior beliefs, and the facts

she has observed.

Note that empirical-off-equilibrium-beliefs are appropriately self-limiting in scope: they have

no force when the consumer’s data do not contradict her a priori theory. For instance, in the

separating equilibrium, if (b,g) actually chooses B, the firm has deviated, but if the old product

works, there is no empirical evidence of a deviation. Under these circumstances the prior theory

governs: the consumer assumes (g,g) is behind the B she sees, and turns optimistic about the new

product’s prospects. Only if (b,g) chooses B and the old product fails does the consumer apply

empirical off-equilibrium beliefs. The consumer is not completely at odds with the theorist; in fact,

she is willing to go along with the theorist as long as there is no contradictory empirical evidence.

Does empirical off-equlibrium beliefs make a difference? I will now demonstrate that it does.

Not only are we led to a unique equilibrium, but also we are able to specify the conditions that

determine whether that equilibrium is a separating or a pooling equilibrium. In other words, finally

12However, even PBE rules out the separating equilibrium studied by Miklós-Thal (2010). In this equilibrium types
(g,g) and (b,b) choose B and the rest choose N. B signals positive correlation in qualities, but not the quality level;
there are no off-equilibrium events. Such an equilibrium cannot exist under our current assumptions. The reason is,
if type (b,b) prefers B to N, so will type (b,g). Type (b,g) has an edge over type (b,b) choosing B because it has
a better chance of being thought of as (g,g). On the other hand, type (b,b) has an edge over type (b,g) choosing
N because new product failing is "good news" for old product perceptions– types are negatively correlated along
N. Thus, the chain of inequalities goes: π(B; b, g) > π(B; b, b) ≥ π(N ; b, b) > π(N ; b, g). Note that the correlation
embedded in the firm’s branding strategy overrides the a priori correlation.
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we have some basis for saying when to expect brand extension to signal product quality and when

it can’t.

5 Brand extension under empirical off-equilibrium beliefs

Consider the separating equilibrium first. Beliefs along the equilibrium path are the same as before;

what changes are the off-equilibrium beliefs, which are now based on Bayes’ rule applied to the

prior beliefs and the product performance observations: Pn|{f,B} = η(1 − ρ), P o|{f,B,w} =

P o|{f,B, f} = 0, and P o|{w,B, f} = η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)). The consequence? The

separating equilibrium is eliminated. The reason: mimicking (g,g)’s behavior is too attractive for

firm-types (g,b), (b,g), and (b,b). Brand extension saves on the cost of creating a new brand and

results in an immediate anointing of the firm as (g,g), which a new brand can never surpass– as

long as the illusion of (g,g) can be maintained. But what if the old or new product were to fail?

In that case, empirical off-equilibrium beliefs kick in under B, but this doesn’t hurt mimicking

prospects because the very same beliefs exist under N as well. This is because there is no difference

in the consumer’s sample space between B and N, following the failure of a product. In either case,

if only the old product failed, the sample space is {(b,g), (b,b)}; if only the new product failed,

it is {(g,b), (b,b)}; and if both failed, then it is {(b,b)}. Given this, Bayesian posterior beliefs

following the failure of a product will be the same under B and under N. So the first advantage

proves decisive and types (g,b), (b,g), and (b,b) will deviate to B.

The root of the problem is the implicit assumption that consumers are able to observe the firm

choosing N. Then they are able to link the old and new products together as per Table 1 under N as

well as under B. In reality, of course, brand extension and new brand are different in the ease with

which consumers can link the various products of a firm. With brand extension, the firm itself is

making explicit the tie-in;13 with new brand, the firm is making it harder to establish the tie-in.14

In the latter case, consumers will have to do the work of establishing the tie-in. Complicating

this task is the possibility– indeed, probability– that a tie-in simply doesn’t exist: distinct brands

generally do belong to distinct firms. If the search cost of researching the corporate origin of a

brand is positive, then the expected cost of establishing a tie-in can be prohibitively high– at least

for some people, in some categories. In high-involvement categories, such as automobiles, probably

many consumers will put in the effort to identify all the brands that belong to a firm, but in

low-involvement categories such as laundry detergent, it is likely few will. In any case, from a

theoretical point of view, justifying brand extension as a signal of product quality under empirical

off-equilibrium beliefs requires existence of at least some consumers unable to connect a new brand

to previous brands of the firm.15

Suppose a proportion λ of consumers are like that. I call these consumers "brand-oriented," to

distinguish them from "firm-oriented" consumers who can connect distinct brands of a firm. For

the latter, the information sets and inference process remain the same as before and the previously

calculated posterior probabilities continue to apply. For the former, the information set relevant
13Trademark laws exist precisely to protect the integrity of this tie-in.
14For instance, at the Acura website, the only references to the American Honda Motor Company appear under

"Privacy Policy" and "Terms & Conditions"– legalistic pages that most consumers wouldn’t be expected to click to.
15But, as noted earlier, we don’t have to assume that no consumer is able to tie brands together (Cabral 1990,

Hakanes and Peitz 2008, and Miklós-Thal 2010).
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to new-brand consumption is {φ}, the null information set, and the information set relevant to
old brand consumption in period 2 is {w} or {f}– its performance in period 0. These consumers’
perception of the new brand is therefore η, the marginal probability of the new product being good,

and their perception of old product quality is η/(η + θ(1− η)) or 0, depending on whether the old

product worked or failed in period 0. Note a basic asymmetry for brand-oriented consumers: they

observe the firm choosing B, but do not observe the firm choosing N. Effectively, they are reacting

to brands, not to who owns the brands, unless the firm explicitly draws attention to the linkage

via brand extension.

With this reformulation, Proposition 4 shows that a separating equilibrium can exist under

certain conditions, and when it does, it rules out the pooling equilibrium.

Proposition 4 Under empirical off-equilibrium beliefs, the separating equilibrium exists only if ρ >
0 and λ > 0. Existence of the separating equilibrium precludes existence of the pooling equilibrium,

and vice-versa.

What sustains the separating equilibrium under ρ > 0 and λ > 0 is that mimicking (g,g)’s

choice of B has costs as well as benefits for types (g,b), (b,g) and (b,b). When either the old or

the new product fails, choosing B entails adverse belief spillovers to the other product among all

consumers, while choosing N contains the adverse spillover to the 1 − λ firm-oriented consumers.
For instance, consider (g,b) choosing B versus N. With the former choice, if the new product fails,

all consumers assess probability η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)) that the old product is good.

With the latter, only (1−λ) fraction of the population does so; the rest cannot trace the new brand

to the firm, and their assessment of the probability that the old product is good continues to be

η/(η + θ(1 − η)) (a simple updating of old product perceptions based solely on its performance).

Now, η/(η + θ(1− η)) > η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)) if and only if ρ > 0, i.e., the old and

new products are positively correlated in quality a priori. So, only if ρ > 0 and λ > 0, is it possible

for (g,b) to prefer N to B.

In the example below, the separating equilibrium exists, and the pooling equilibrium does not.

Example 2 x(y) ≡ y, η = 2/3, θ = 1/8, α = 2, β = −.15, ρ = .95, and λ = .9.

The import of Proposition 4 is that for brand extension to signal old and new product quality

it is necessary that consumers perceive a priori that a new product from the firm will be like its

old product, and that at least some consumers will evaluate a new brand from the firm afresh

without "baggage" from, or consequences to, the old brand of the firm. Note that these are

necessary conditions, not suffi cient conditions. The latter are identified by inequalities (6)-(9) in

the Appendix. A look at these inequalities, and Example 2, ought to convince the reader that

simply meeting the necessary conditions is unlikely to produce a separating equilibrium. Not only

must there be a positive correlation, the correlation must be large; not only must there be brand-

oriented consumers, there must be a large number of them; not only must α > 0, α must be large.

In addition, the probability of a bad product failing must be large because ultimately it is the

down-side risk of a bad product’s poor performance spilling over to other products in the brand

family that dissuades non-(g,g) types from pursuing a brand extension strategy. Even with all these
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conditions in place, brand extension is still not guaranteed to signal good quality: brand extension’s

cost-advantage may simply be too attractive for every type of firm.

The second part of the proposition provides reassurance that in any given situation brand

extension conveys a single meaning: either it signals old and new product quality or it does neither.

5.1 Observing old product performance before brand extension

So far I have assumed that the firm does not observe old product performance in period 0. This

is unrealistic: firms generally know how their existing products are doing when they embark on

a brand extension. In this subsection I will examine whether observing old product performance

affects brand extension’s signaling properties. One immediate difference is that branding strategy

is now a function of two things: the firm’s type, and its old product period-0 performance. Whether

this make a substantive difference is the issue.

Consider first the situation when the old product fails in period 0. Now the firm knows that the

consumers know that the old product is bad. The only perception brand extension can influence is

that of the new product. Can brand extension signal that the new product is good? The answer

is no. If type (b,g) finds it worthwhile to choose B over N, so will type (b,b). In either case the

payoff from choosing B is x(1)− β, and it is λx(η) from choosing N. Only a pooling equilibrium is

possible: both (b,g) and (b,b) choosing the same branding strategy, B or N, depending on whether

x(η(1− ρ))− β or λx(η) + (1− λ)x(η(1− ρ)) is larger. For λ > 0, if ρ > 0 is large and −β not too
large, then N might be optimal: new brand allows the firm to put some distance between its old

and new products (via brand-oriented consumers) when the old product has failed.

If the old product works in period 0, then the firm knows that consumers are still uncertain

about old product quality at the time of the branding decision. All types of firm are still in play.

Nevertheless, it is impossible to separate type (g,g) from the rest via brand extension: if type (g,g)

prefers B to N, so will type (b,g). The reason is, a type-(b,g) firm, having successfully negotiated

period 0 without revealing its old product quality, finds itself in the same position, going forward,

as a type-(g,g) firm. Nor can brand extension signal old product quality alone. Now types (b,g)

and (b,b) find themselves in the same position as types (g,g) and (g,b), respectively. However,

it is possible to signal new product quality alone under the same circumstances as I show in the

Appendix.

Proposition 5 Under empirical off-equilibrium beliefs, when the firm observes old product perfor-

mance in period 0:

1. Brand extension cannot signal old product quality regardless of whether the old product works

or fails in period 0.

2. Brand extension can signal new product quality, but only if the old product works in period

0, and ρ > 0, λ > θ. Existence of this separating equilibrium precludes existence of a pooling

equilibrium in which all types choose brand extension, and vice-versa.

The upshot of this analysis is that brand extension’s signaling capability is eroded by the

firm’s knowledge of its past products’performance– B can only signal (g,g) or (b,g), not (g,g). It
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underscores the importance of perceived risk in sustaining brand extension’s signaling capability, a

theme to which I will return in Section 6.

5.2 What if good products also fail?

The model so far assumes that good products never fail, so a failing product is automatically

stamped as a bad product, with no possibility of redemption. One might view this as unrealistic:

good products do fail, just not as often as bad products. Here I investigate what happens to the

foregoing results if a good product can fail with probability 1− ϑ ∈ (0, 1− θ).
One superficial change is that a product deemed good is now expected to yield profits of x((ϑ−

θ)/(1 − θ)), not x(1), so a product perceived to be good with probability P is expected to yield

x(P (ϑ− θ)/(1− θ)) (cf. footnote 8). A more substantive change is that all off-equilibrium events

are eliminated in the separating equilibrium: a product failing is no longer an indication of a bad

product. In the absence of off-equilibrium events to trigger adverse belief spillovers, mimicking type

(g,g)’s choice of brand extension has no downside, only an upside, for types (g,b), (b,g) and (b,b).

Specifically, the posterior probabilities following B are Pn|{w,B} = Pn|{f,B} = P o|{w,B,w} =

P o|{w,B, f} = P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = 1. Effectively, the signal– (g,g)– smothers the

product performance data. Inequalities (7)-(9) can never be satisfied, so in Proposition 4 only

the pooling equilibrium can survive. Observability of period 0 performance doesn’t change this

conclusion. In the Appendix I show that even partial signaling is not possible.

Proposition 6 When good products can fail with positive probability, brand extension cannot signal
product quality.

The sweep of this proposition is breathtaking. Even the smallest of probabilities of a good

product failing– arbitrarily small– is suffi cient to eliminate brand extension’s signaling capabilities.

Does this sound the death knell for brand extensions? I discuss this and other questions next.

6 Discussion

The foregoing propositions identify conditions under which brand extension can signal product

quality, and conditions under which it cannot. In this section I will discuss what my results say

about (i) the source of brand extension’s signaling prowess, (ii) previous results in the literature,

and (iii) brand extension’s performance in the real-world.

At the outset it is clear that recognizing brand extension’s cost advantage takes a toll on its

signaling capabilities. The two motivations for brand extension are really at cross-purposes with

each other. The argument is straightforward: if brand extension is significantly cheaper than

new brand, then all sorts of firms– not just those with good quality products– are tempted to

introduce new products as brand extensions, trading off whatever risks they might face down the

road in return for the sure gain of lower cost. Propositions 4-5 delineate what those risks might

be and how they manifest themselves. First, the relevant risk is the risk of collateral damage in

another product in the brand portfolio should a product fail while brand-extended. The risk has

to be on a different product because that is the unique risk a brand extension contributes– for

the product in question, the risk is the same with or without brand extension. This explains the
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necessary conditions ρ > 0 and λ > 0, the former capturing the empirical requirement for spillovers

to happen organically, and the latter placing the onus on consumers for whom brand extension

is the necessary glue that connects the various products of a firm. Second, the risk of collateral

damage must be felt on cash flows that arise after the next purchase of the product in question,

following brand extension. This explains why, in Proposition 5, brand extension can signal new

product quality, but not old product quality: the old product imposes no collateral risk following

its next purchase after brand extension, whereas the new product does. The only exception to this

rule is identified in Proposition 4. Here old product quality is signaled, even though its performance

is observed before brand extension; this is because the firm doesn’t observe this performance, only

the consumer does.

These observations help put the previous literature in perspective. In Miklós-Thal ’s (2010)

model, β = 0 and brand extension precedes two purchases of old and new products. And λ = 1, so

conditions are indeed ripe for brand extension to risk collateral damage and a new brand not to.

Still, brand extension is unable to signal product quality. Why? One reason is that her model of

product quality obviates off-equilibrium events, so Proposition 6 applies. But even if this were not

so, brand extension still cannot signal product quality in her framework. The reason is, another

ingredient is missing. Product qualities are ex ante independent in her model, which violates a

necessary condition for signaling in Proposition 4. Interestingly, even while product quality cannot

be signaled in Miklós-Thal’s model, positive correlation in quality can be signaled. Firms with

two good products or two bad products can separate themselves from the rest by choosing brand

extension. This is possible because quality correlation is embedded in the signaling strategy itself.

Now a mimicking firm, such as (g,b), is guaranteed an adverse spillover by the branding strategy

itself. It can escape the spillover by choosing N, taking advantage of the assumption λ = 1. But

note that our analysis reveals that if λ < 1 this equilibrium may not survive: for firm-oriented

consumers, N signals negative correlation, so type (b,b) may have an incentive to deviate from B

to N (cf. footnote 12).

Cabral’s (2000) model assumes β = 0, ρ = 1 and λ = 1 with continuous quality and performance

spaces, and the information structure is akin to our Section 5.1. He finds that brand extension can

separate the firm’s quality into an "upper" subset of the quality space. Brand extension doesn’t

say that a product is good, only that it is relatively good. In other words, residual uncertainty

about product quality exists even after the signal. Ironically, this is what enables the signaling in

the first place. A firm with relatively poor quality choosing B runs a greater risk of having both

of its products evaluated toward the lower end of the "signaling interval" than a firm in the upper

reaches of that interval– which risk it can avoid by choosing N. In contrast, Proposition 6 nullifies

brand extension’s signaling capability in our model. The reason for the difference is that quality is

binary in our model, so the only signaling possibilities are "perfect" signaling possibilities. Absent

residual uncertainty after the signal, the returns to mimicking are enhanced: the signal smothers

the possibility of consumers learning from product performance.

Propositions 4 and 5 identify positive quality correlation as critical to a signaling role for brand

extension, and this may be seen as the counterpart of "fit" from the behavioral literature (Aaker

and Keller 1990; Park, Milberg and Lawson 1991). However, there is a key difference worth noting:

correlation is about consumers’perceptions of the firm, whereas fit is about the product categories
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in question. In other words, the signaling view presumes that brand equity is ultimately about

the actor behind the brand, not the brand itself, unlike the behavioral literature. Which of these

perspectives is empirically true remains an open question. What is undeniable is that the signaling

perspective puts feedback and feedforward effects of brand extension on the same plane, as two

sides of the same coin. A firm must risk material damage to its brand equity for it to benefit from

brand equity.

In the annals of business, there have been some instances where collateral damage across brand

extensions has been demonstrated, but not many. Sullivan (1990) documents that rumors about

sudden acceleration involving the Audi 5000 in 1986 not only hurt Audi 5000 sales and prices but

also the sales and prices of other Audi models. On the other hand, the failure of Crystal Pepsi

had little effect on other products in the Pepsi line– perhaps not surprising given the ease of direct

verification of quality in soft drinks. Despite the difference in collateral damage outcomes in the two

cases, our framework would argue that in neither case did brand extension benefit the new products

in question going in: in the case of Crystal Pepsi because of the low probability of collateral damage;

in the case of Audi, because collateral damage would probably have occurred even if the Audi 5000

had been branded differently, say as Volkswagen 5000 (Volkswagen Group owns Audi).

Since risk of collateral damage underpins the entire enterprise of signaling, one might presume

that the optimal time to extend a brand is when it is new. In reality this is almost never the case.

Brands are typically extended only after they have acquired substantial "brand equity"– when they

are, in fact, so well-established that they do not suffer much risk of collateral damage (Sullivan

2002). Also, the signaling theory presupposes a willingness on the part of consumers to rely on

indirect signals of quality. For low-ticket items, it might be easier to evaluate quality directly

by trying the product; for high-ticket items, consumers may choose to rely on other information

sources such as word-of-mouth or Consumer Reports. Search in any of these forms would further

undermine signaling by brand extension.

7 Conclusion

Why is brand extension a good strategy for a new product? It isn’t always, of course, but when it

is, one reason has to do with its lower cost vis-à-vis new brand. Whether there is any other reason is

the interesting question. In this paper I asked whether brand extension can signal product quality

given its cost advantage over new brand. My answer is a qualified yes, but the qualifications are

quite stringent and unrealistic. Indeed, they are so stringent and unrealistic that I am inclined

to conclude that quality signaling is perhaps not the most useful way to think about how brand

extensions work in the real world.

Fundamentally, this is because the first justification for brand extension works at cross-purposes

with the second. If consumers derive positive meaning from a brand extension, and brand exten-

sions are cheaper than new brands, surely all kinds of firms– not merely those with good quality

products– would brand-extend? And if they do, would brand extension have any meaning?

Justifying brand extension as a signal of quality in the face of this objection requires us to

identify the mechanism by which brand extension derives its signaling capability, and evaluate

its robustness. Brand extension’s signaling power derives from the risk of collateral damage a
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firm faces should it brand-extend to, or from, a bad product. How to motivate such collateral

damage in a theoretically appropriate way occupied some of our attention. Our solution is a

new refinement of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium: "empirical off-equilibrium beliefs." This criterion

says that consumers’off-equilibrium beliefs should respect their prior beliefs and what they have

observed about product performance. With this methodological innovation in place, I was able to

identify the necessary conditions for brand extension to signal product quality. One condition is

that consumers should believe a priori that the firm’s products are positively correlated in quality.

Another is that at least some consumers in the market must be brand-oriented– people who will

provide a measure of insulation from collateral damage. Even if these necessary conditions are

satisfied, Propositions 5 and 6 show that two other features of real-world markets can completely

emasculate brand extension’s signaling capability.

Despite this gloomy message, it is heartening to keep in mind that brand extension is a good

strategy for many reasons, signaling quality being only one. Foremost among these reasons is

its effectiveness in giving a new product an immediate boost in awareness and familiarity, a key

launching pad for future success. Also non-controversial is the role of brand extension in transferring

certain brand associations automatically, unmediated by inferences (Sappington and Wernerfelt

1985; Pepall and Richards 2002, Lau and Phau 2007). For example, imagery, personality, and

positioning transfer in this way. But we need not even shy away from inferences. Nothing in

our propositions rules out a new brand extension benefiting from the accumulated reputation of

existing products, and contributing to that reputation in turn. In fact, such transfers are fully

envisaged in our pooling equilibrium. In this equilibrium brand extension’s sole function is to

connect the various products of the firm for brand-oriented consumers, allowing the performance

of each product to shape their beliefs about itself as well as feed into their beliefs about other

products. For a firm making good products, this pooling equilibrium will eventually result in good

outcomes– a posterior distribution concentrated on the true quality of the firm’s products. What

our theory is really ruling out is the instantaneous anointing of a firm as "good" just because it

extended its brand. Let product performance build the brand is what we are saying.
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Appendix

Posterior probabilities along equilibrium paths: separating and pooling equilibria in
Section 3. In the separating equilibrium, the posterior beliefs along the equilibrium paths are

Pn|{w,B} = P o|{w,B,w} = 1

Pn|{w,N} = Pr(bg|w,N)

=
θ(1− η)η(1− ρ)

θ(1− η)η(1− ρ) + (1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η)(1− η + ηρ)
=

θη(1− ρ)

θ + η(1− ρ)

Pn|{f,N} =
Pr(f,N |bg) Pr(bg)

Pr(f,N |bg) Pr(bg) + Pr(f,N |bb) Pr(bb)

=
(1− η)η(1− ρ)

(1− η)η(1− ρ) + (1− η)(1− η + ηρ)
= η(1− ρ)

P o|{w,N,w} = Pr(gb|w,N,w)

=
θ(1− η)η(1− ρ)

θ(1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ2(1− η)(1− η + ηρ)
=

η(1− ρ)

2η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

P o|{w,N, f} =
Pr(w,N, f |gb) Pr(gb)

Pr(w,N, f |gb) Pr(gb) + Pr(w,N, f |bb) Pr(bb)

=
(1− θ)(1− η)η(1− ρ)

(1− θ)(1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ(1− θ)(1− η)(1− η + ρη)
=

η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

P o|{f,N,w} = P o|{f,N, f} = 0

In the pooling equilibrium, the posterior beliefs along the equilibrium path are:

Pn|{w,B} = Pr(gg or bg |w,B)

=
η(η + ρ(1− η)) + θ(1− η)η(1− ρ)

η(η + ρ(1− η)) + θ(1− η)η(1− ρ) + (1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η)(1− η + ρη)

= η +
ηρ(1− η)(1− θ)
η + θ(1− η)

Pn|{f,B} =
Pr(bg)

Pr(bg) + Pr(bb)
= η(1− ρ)

P o|{w,B,w} = Pr(gg or gb |w,B,w)

=
η(η + ρ(1− η)) + θ(1− η)η(1− ρ)

η(η + ρ(1− η)) + θ(1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ2(1− η)(1− η + ρη)

=
η2 + η(1− η)(ρ+ θ(1− ρ))

η2 + (1− η)(ηρ+ 2θη(1− ρ) + θ2(1− η + ρη))
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P o|{w,B, f} =
Pr(gb|w,B, f)

Pr(gb|w,B, f) + Pr(bb|w,B, f)

=
(1− θ)(1− η)η(1− ρ)

(1− θ)(1− η)η(1− ρ) + θ(1− θ)(1− η)(1− η + ρη)

=
η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = 0

Proof of Proposition 3. The separating equilibrium satisfies the intuitive criterion trivially

because types (b,g), (g,b) and (b,b) will all deviate to B under favorable off-equilibrium beliefs

(the lower cost of brand extension only facilitates such deviation). So the intuitive criterion has no

bite. However, the separating equilibrium does not satisfy divinity. Compare types (b,b) and (b,g).

The right-hand side of inequality (??) is strictly greater than the right-hand side of inequality (3),
but the left-hand sides of the two inequalities– the parts independent of off-equilibrium beliefs– go

the other way. So the set of off-equilibrium beliefs {(ψ,ϕ, ϕ′, ϕ′′)} under which type (b,b) will
deviate to B from N is strictly smaller than the set of off-equilibrium beliefs under which type (b,g)

will deviate. D1 then requires that when consumers see B and either the old or the new product

failing they ought not to believe that type (b,b) deviated. Once (b,b) is eliminated, B could have

come only from (g,b) or (b,g). But now, following failure of the old product under B, it must be

concluded that the new product is good with probability 1, i.e., ψ = 1, and following failure of the

new product under B, it must be concluded that the old product is good with probability 1, i.e.,

ϕ = 1. This means that both (b,g) and (g,b) will deviate to B, and the separating equilibrium falls

apart.

As for the pooling equilibrium, note that the payoffs under B are the least for type (b,b) followed,

in order, by types (b,g), (g,b), and (g,g). If |β| is suffi ciently large to make type (b,b) not want to
deviate to N even under the most favorable beliefs following N, then neither will any of the other

types, and the intuitive criterion is trivially satisfied. On the other hand, if |β| is so small that even
type (g,g) will deviate to N under the most favorable beliefs following N, then so will all the other

types, and the intuitive criterion has no bite. In the intermediate cases, some types will deviate but

not the others, but if any type deviates all lower types deviate as well. In other words, following

N, beliefs will, if anything, exclude higher types, whereas under B the pooling equilibrium doesn’t

exclude any type. Clearly, no deviation will occur under these circumstances, and the intuitive

criterion is satisfied. The proof that the pooling equilibrium satisfies divinity criterion D1 follows

along the same lines: (b,b) is more likely to deviate than (b,g), which is more likely to deviate than

(b,g), and so on. So beliefs following N ought to favor the lower types, which is not conducive to

deviation.

Proof of Proposition 4. In the separating equilibrium, firm- and brand-oriented con-

sumers have the same beliefs following B: Pn|{w,B} = P o|{w,B,w} = 1, Pn|{f,B} = η(1 − ρ),

P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = 0, and P o|{w,B, f} = η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)). Follow-
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ing N, firm-oriented consumers have the following beliefs: Pn|{w,N} = θη(1 − ρ)/(θ + η(1 − ρ)),

Pn|{f,N} = η(1 − ρ), P o|{w,N,w} = η(1 − ρ)/(2η(1 − ρ) + θ(1 − η + ρη)), P o|{w,N, f} =

η(1 − ρ)/(η(1 − ρ) + θ(1 − η + ρη)), and P o|{f,N,w} = P o|{f,N, f} = 0, and brand-oriented

consumers have the following beliefs: Pn|{w,N} = Pn|{f,N} = η, P o|{w,N,w} = P o|{w,N, f} =

η/(η + θ(1 − η)), and P o|{f,N,w} = P o|{f,N, f} = 0. The conditions governing a separating

equilibrium are:

(g, g) : x(1)(1 + α)− β ≥ λ
[
x(η) + αx

(
η

η + θ(1− η)

)]
+

(1− λ)

[
x

(
θη(1− ρ)

θ + η(1− ρ)

)
+ αx

(
η(1− ρ)

2η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)]
(6)

(g, b) : x(1)(1 + αθ) + α(1− θ)x
(

η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)
− β ≤ λ

[
x(η) + αx

(
η

η + θ(1− η)

)]
+

(1− λ)

[
x

(
θη(1− ρ)

θ + η(1− ρ)

)
+ α

(
θx

(
η(1− ρ)

2η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)
+

(1− θ)x
(

η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

))]
(7)

(b, g) : x(1)θ(1 + α) + (1− θ)x(η(1− ρ))− β ≤ λ
[
x(η) + αx

(
η

η + θ(1− η)

)]
+

(1− λ)

[
θx

(
θη(1− ρ)

θ + η(1− ρ)

)
+ (1− θ)x(η(1− ρ)) + αθx

(
η(1− ρ)

2η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)]
(8)

(b, b) : x(1)θ(1 + αθ) + (1− θ)
[
x(η(1− ρ)) + αθx

(
η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)]
− β ≤ λ [x(η)+

αx

(
η

η + θ(1− η)

)]
+ (1− λ)

[
θx

(
θη(1− ρ)

θ + η(1− ρ)

)
+ (1− θ)x(η(1− ρ))+

αθ

(
θx

(
η(1− ρ)

2η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)
+ (1− θ)x

(
η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

))]
(9)

These inequalities can only be satisfied if λ > 0 and ρ > 0.

Now consider the pooling equilibrium. Firm-and brand-oriented consumers have the following

beliefs following B: Pn|{w,B} = η + (ηρ(1 − η)(1 − θ))/(η + θ(1 − η)), Pn|{f,B} = η(1 − ρ),

P o|{w,B,w} = (η2 + η(1 − η)(ρ + θ(1 − ρ)))/(η2 + (1 − η)(ηρ + 2θη(1 − ρ) + θ2(1 − η + ρη))),

P o|{w,B, f} = η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η+ ρη)), and P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = 0. Following

N, firm-oriented consumers retain these beliefs; however, brand-oriented consumers’ beliefs are

the same as in the separating equilibrium (see above). Comparing the two equilibria, it is clear

that posterior beliefs following B are either the same or smaller in the pooling equilibrium. So

the left-hand sides of the inequalities characterizing the pooling equilibrium are smaller than the

corresponding left-hand sides in the separating equilibrium. Following N, the posterior beliefs are

the same or larger in the pooling equilibrium. So the right-hand sides of the inequalities in the

pooling equilibrium are larger than the corresponding right-hand sides in the separating equilibrium.

Since the inequalities for types (b,g), (g,b), and (b,b) in the pooling equilibrium are ≥-inequalities
whereas the corresponding inequalities in the separating equilibrium are ≤-inequalities, it must be
that only one of these sets of inequalities can hold. Hence existence of the separating equilibrium

precludes existence of the pooling equilibrium, and vice-versa.
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Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose consumers and firm observe the old product working in

period 0. Consider a separating equilibrium in which types (g,g) and (b,g) choose B and types (g,b)

and (b,b) choose N. Note that a failing new product under brand extension is off the equilibrium

path. Using empirical off-equilibrium beliefs, the relevant inequalities are:

(g, g;w), (b, g;w) : x(1) + αx

(
η + ρ(1− η)

η + ρ(1− η) + θ(1− η)(1− ρ)

)
− β ≥ λx(η) +

α

[
λx

(
η

η + θ(1− η)

)
+ (1− λ)x

(
η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)]
(g, b;w), (b, b;w) : x(1) + α

[
θx

(
η + ρ(1− η)

η + ρ(1− η) + θ(1− η)(1− ρ)

)
+

(1− θ)x
(

η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη)

)]
− β ≤ λx(η) +

α

[
λx

(
η

η + θ(1− η)

)
+ (1− λ)x

(
η(1− ρ)

η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η + ρη))

)]
.

The right-hand sides of the two inequalities are the same. For ρ > 0, (η+ ρ(1− η))/(η+ ρ(1− η) +

θ(1− η)(1− ρ)) > η/(η+ θ(1− η)) > η(1− ρ)/(η(1− ρ) + θ(1− η+ ρη)), and the first inequality is

satisfied. Given ρ > 0, the second inequality can be satisfied only if λ > θ. Once again, as in the

previous section, existence of a separating equilibrium precludes existence of a pooling equilibrium

in which all types of firm choose B, and vice-versa.

Proof of Proposition 6. Consider first the case where the firm doesn’t observe old product

performance in period 0. Signaling old product quality only is impossible because if types (g,g) and

(g,b) have an incentive to choose B, so do types (b,g) and (b,b): P o|{w,B,w} = P o|{w,B, f} =

P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = 1, and Pn|{w,B} = Pn|{f,B} = η + ρ(1 − η). Signaling new

product quality isn’t possible either because if types (g,g) and (b,g) have an incentive to choose

B, so do types (g,b) and (b,b): Pn|{w,B} = Pn|{f,B} = 1, P o|{w,B,w} = P o|{w,B, f} =

ϑ(η+ ρ(1− η))/(ϑ(η+ ρ(1− η)) + θ(1− η)(1− ρ)), and P o|{f,B,w} = P o|{f,B, f} = (1− ϑ)(η+

ρ(1 − η))/((1 − ϑ)(η + ρ(1 − η)) + (1 − θ)(1 − η)(1 − ρ)). Observing old product performance in

period 0 doesn’t change these conclusions because neither working nor failing old product reveals old

product quality, and absent revelation of old product quality, the incentives to use brand extension

are the same for types (g,g) and (b,g) on the one hand and for types (g,b) and (b,b) on the other.
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